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The formulation of this study is to analyze and describe
faktor is causing Javaniest and Maduraniest ethnic are integrated in Menampu,
Gumukmas, Jember.

This study is field research using approach of case study. Informan of this
study are individuals who know well about this problem. They are Yasid, Abdul
Ghafur from Javaniest ethnic and Sobirin, Imam Syafii, Anudro from
Maduraniest ethnic. Partisipant observation, indepth interview, documentation and
library are collected data in this study. This study is analyzed by qualitative.

The result of this study shows that six factor causing Javaniest and
Maduraniest ethnic are integrated in menampu, Gumukmas, Jember. The factor
are education, economic, religion, association, leadership, and history. But the
most important factor causing Javaniets and Maduraniest ethnic are Integrated in
Menampu, Gumukmas, Jember. Are economic and religion.
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